A TOUCH OF GRACE
Interior design

WE HELP YOU REMODEL, RENEW OR
STYLE YOUR HOME OR COMPANY
Touch of Grace is a family-owned interior design company in Sweden. We offer individuals and companies help with
remodeling, renewing or styling homes or businesses, through interior design proposals in the form of sketches,
drawings, floor plans, and moodboards.

AFFORDABLE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
With our affordable digital solutions you'll be able to realize your dream of creating the home or workplace you've
been longing for. We want to make it easy for you and work digitally. It enables us to work both cost-effectively and
internationally. Our service includes frequent contact and fixed prices. With our solutions you'll get what you need to
realize your dream space by creating a beautiful and inspiring home or workplace.

ABOUT US
We are a committed team with international experience that works closely with
our customers to create new environments together. PO has more than 15 years
international experience från IKEA where he among other things has been leading
sales and interior design teams. He has been part of developing many new
concepts worldwide. During the past years he has been active in the Stena
sphere where he designed and developed concepts for new ferries and offices.
Fanny is an artist and certified interior designer & home staging consultant. With
an exceptional sense of color and shape, interior design and furniture, she
creates the feeling and expression you are looking for.

OUR SERVICES
Moodboard (describes the feeling and atmosphere in the room)
Floor plan (shows your room from above with furniture and decor)
Product list (digital links of furniture and interior details)
3D Sketch up (digital visualisation of the room showing furniture and interior)
Design package (includes moodboard, floor plan, product list and 3D Sketch up)
You find our prices on our website www.touchofgrace.se

A TOUCH OF GRACE
Interior design

SUSTAINABILITY
Our love for interior design and history has long been a part of our
lives, and awakened an interest in decorating more sustainably with
both old and new pieces. More and more people understand the
importance of making more sustainable choices. Through our service
we encourage our customers to repurpose, reuse, upcycle and select
sustainable materials, and when buying new, we try to inspire
investment in long-lasting design.
Striving to use preloved furniture is important to us. It's not only
about sustainability but also well-being, beauty and creativity. One's
style must be allowed to develop and change over time, as an ongoing
project. We help our customers make their home or business
environment more personal and characteristic. Decorating a home or
business on your own can be a daunting task; the colors and furniture
must be chosen with care to achieve harmony and balance.
We like to mix old with new and create something that is both personal and pleasing to the eye, by combining preloved
sustainable furniture/items with modern design. Durable and quality pieces stand the test of time. We believe they
deserve to be used and admired again, but it's of course you as a customer and your wishes that shape the design.

HOW IT WORKS
We understand that everyone has different needs and wishes. We help with both small and big projects. Maybe you are
only looking for a moodboard or a complete design package.
Send us an e-mail and we'll contact you, give you information and learn more about your wishes. We'll return with an
offer and give you time think it through. When you are ready and give your approval, we start the project of creating
your new dream environment.
info@touchofgrace.se
www.touchofgrace.se

Welcome!

